7. Manufacturing Process Units

A manufacturing process unit that holds methylene chloride is located within a building that is slated for demolition. If the owner/operator (o/o) of the unit closes the building and ceases to operate the unit, how long does the o/o have before the methylene chloride must be shipped off-site?

First, the owner/operator of the unit should determine if the methylene chloride would be regulated as a hazardous waste. If the methylene chloride is a spent material it would be regulated as a solid waste if disposed of, used in a manner constituting disposal, burned for energy recovery, reclaimed, or accumulated speculatively (Section 261.2 (c)(1), (2), (3), and (4)). If the spent methylene chloride solution contained, before use, ten percent (10%) or more methylene chloride, it would meet either the F001 or F002 listing in Section 261.31 and subsequently would also be regulated as a hazardous waste, assuming the methylene chloride regulated was utilized for its solvent properties. If the methylene chloride is a commercial chemical product and not a spent material, it would be regulated as a solid waste if used in a manner constituting disposal, disposed of or burned for energy recovery (Section 261.2 (c)(1) and (2)). If the product is reclaimed or accumulated speculatively it would not be regulated as a solid waste (Section 261.2 (c)(3) and (4)). If the solvent is disposed of, used in a manner constituting disposal, or burned for energy recovery it is a solid waste and, due to the fact that it would meet the U080 listing in Section 261.33(f) it would also be regulated as a hazardous waste.

Assuming that the methylene chloride would be regulated as a hazardous waste, 40 CFR Section 261.4(c) states that waste generated in a manufacturing process unit is not subject to regulation until the waste exits the unit or unless the waste remains in the unit for more than 90 days after the unit ceases to be operated. The October 30, 1980 Federal Register (46 FR 72024) explains that this allowance only applies when the generator is in compliance with Section 262.34. That is, generators of more than 1000 kg of hazardous waste per month have 90 days to store the waste without having to obtain a permit or interim status. As stated above, for manufacturing process units this "90-day clock" begins when the waste exits the unit or when the waste remains in the unit for more than 90 days after the unit ceases operation. However, the preamble in 45 FR 72024 states that in situations where the unit does cease to be operated for its primary purpose, the "clock" starts when the operation stops. Thus, the preamble implies that for the owner/operator of the above unit the accumulation period begins the day that the manufacturing process unit is shut down.

It was not the Agency's intent to regulate wastes in these units unless the waste exits the unit or remains in the unit for more than 90 days after the unit is no longer in operation. Therefore, although there is preamble language to the contrary, the accumulation period for the owner/operator of the above unit would begin either when the waste exits the unit, or if the waste remains in the unit for more than 90 days, the clock would then start on day 91.
Furthermore the October 30, 1980 Federal Register goes on to explain that if hazardous wastes do remain in the unit for more than 90 days after cessation of operation, "...EPA believes that these wastes should be fully regulated and that the units should be regulated as storage facilities. Thus, at that point, the owner/operator of the unit would have to have interim status..." (45 FR 72024).
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